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A Common Task

By its nature drawing is anti-monumental. When artists Ky Anderson, Meg Lipke and Vicki Sher 

defined their creative perimeters for Paper Giants by scale and drawing, they entered the ex-

panded field of drawing now. The artists’ commitment to creating on gigantic (72 X 60 inches) 

sheets of heavy weight paper offers us the first exhibition centered on such a scale. Here, we 

see the intimacy and immediacy of drawing embrace the monumentality of artistic production 

and architectural spaces today. Representing three differing viewpoints—symbolic, historical, 

narrative—the exhibition reveals line-work that takes textural and structural content from ar-

chitecture, domesticity and volumes of nature. 

Sensationally scaled artworks on paper are a twentieth century invention. Henri Matisse’s exu-

berant cutouts of the 1940s and 50s dislodged notions of the preciousness of paper, shifting 

it from an ephemeral material to one relational with the concreteness of architecture. In the 

1960s experiments in printmaking by artists such as Robert Rauschenberg defied the limita-

tions of the printing press and single sheets of American made artists’ papers. Custom paper 

milled in France allowed artists to subvert more than materiality; print size become akin to 

portions found in painting. Artists began to merely pin or nail prints to exhibition space walls 

where airborne dust and exposure to light insured a natural process of destruction. This action 

advanced institutional critiques about collectability and preservation. Presentation and conser-

vation methodologies, brought on by expansive paper works, continue to challenge today. 

Paper Giants represents works with a kindred freeness to mid-century progenitors Matisse and 

Rauschenberg. The exhibition also reflects the accelerated rise of drawing as an autonomous 

medium in recent decades. Each drawing is pinned to the wall at the top only while the bottom 

lofts away from the wall to incite more active viewership.  The loose thematic, central to the ex-

hibition, leaves room for individuation. The title, Paper Giants, with its bravado, enters the ter-

ritory of scalability of working on massive sheets of paper where Kara Walker has held ground. 

What makes this statement distinct is the collaborative agreement forged in advance of artistic 

production that put all three artists on the same playing field with the restricted scale. The exhi-

bition subverts the curatorial favoring collectivity. Digital snapshots entered the creative process 

making it an active space of collaboration with real-time peer-to-peer critiques.



It is important to mention that Paper Giants features works on paper that visually appear to 

extend the notion of drawing towards painting, printmaking and collage. The distinction that 

holds these works in the realm of drawing is their engagement with the imperfect universe of 

line-based compositions on blank paper. Where painting, printmaking and collage project ideas 

of completion, drawing is action laid bare. For Paper Giants, each artist comes to the project 

with varied media—acrylic and oil paint, textile dye, beeswax, pencil, India ink—and process but 

has found that working on large paper triggers an unmediated gestural correspondence with 

their studio space, artistic practice and materials. 

With mountains in mind Ky Anderson’s abstractions consider the world of structure under-

neath nature. The images symbolic potency arrives from a connection to the primitive origins of 

drawings when line-work first entered the language of the material world. She often builds her 

drawings around a domed, coned or pointy shape that suggests a mountainous wilderness. This 

figural component implies the center point in a two-dimensional mandala. Here, the form juts 

upward to penetrate a horizon line. The vision directs the eye somewhat inward and towards a 

universe of elusive shapes between points on the paper and the surrounding environment. 

Anderson’s perennial sun-bleached palette—taupe, olive, grey, flesh, muted yellow—construct-

ed through layers of quick washes, becomes a foil for graphic black and marine blue marks. 

In Transparent Fire we see the mountainous form intersect a contained horizon and reverber-

ate. This reverb amplifies into patterns that drip, smudge and crisscross. Anderson adds two 

black lines to punctuate and contain this almost acoustical space. This action acknowledges the 

edges of the paper but embraces the atmospheric dissolve between object and viewer. You are 

a Window also speaks to containment and extension. In this work a radiant lemony central arch 

returns us to the idea of a mountain form. An overlay of graphic black lash-lines and a marine 

blue paw-shape create a surrealistic reading. Here, the mountain mediates the language of the 

built landscape, suggesting tunnels and bridges. While Anderson’s work evokes symbolic read-

ings of the earthen and architectural, it offers the otherworldly.

In Paper Giants Meg Lipke expounds upon her exploration of a history of familial industry 

and craft. Vestiges—boxed yarns and fabrics—from a defunct family wool-mill factory in Man-

chester, England became stored in stacked grids at the home of Lipke’s grandmother, Patricia 

Sinclair Hall. Sinclair Hall, a self-taught artist, wove abstract tapestries on a hand-made loom 

and crafted clay sculptures of domiciles. Over the last few years, Lipke abstracted fragments of

memories of those grids and weavings, warp and weft, into laborious resist-paintings on canvas. 

To build patterns and repetition she used textile dye and beeswax as media for a printmaking 

affect that conceptually shadowed the materiality and memory of her family’s artistry and in-

dustry. For this recent incarnation Lipke builds that process on paper into drawings. Here, she 

utilizes acrylic, beeswax, India ink, and some collage elements. The resulting images are coded 

with information that reflect a personal and, more broadly, historical reading of factories, object 

making and traditional crafts.

In the drawing titled Specifications, Lipke moves her technique for creating texture and pat-

terning beyond referents to her grandmother’s weaving. The dialoguing striped towers suggest 

city structures set amid an architectural landscape with smoke-filled ash from factories during 

the age of steel. She makes note of inspiration from L. S. Lowry who painted folk-art scenes 

of industrial Pendlebury, England beginning in the 1920s. While her drawings for Paper Giants 

somewhat stake out territory as an experimental history that reclaims the failings of a modern-

ist past, she has turned the act of drawing into an homage. 

To work on a large scale Vicki Sher revisited her cache of existing drawings searching for cohe-

sive and synthesizing elements. Past projects have been thematic, held to intimate experiments 

in chronicling the serial nature of daily life. Her drawings for Paper Giants mediate her signature 

still life imagery—hands, flowers, vases, potted plants, shoes, socks— and the explosive empti-

ness offered by more white space. Sher’s primary medium is drawing; she has a studied rap-

port with white space that brings much to Paper Giants. It is through Sher’s work that we can 

envision the tablets and sketchpads key to the history of drawing. Her saturated colors, collaged 

elements and gaiety of the compositions evoke Matisse while the line work and favoring of white 

space recall the late 1960s and 70s colored penciled drawings of David Hockney. 

In Dots and Flowers, Sher splats acid-yellow and lavender to form a central bodhisattva figure 

floating upon graphic black outlined daisy flowers, a single petal is placed where an arm of 

the figure would be. With this placement she brings forward the Victorian French game where 

daisies petals are pulled from their stem to the chant he/she loves me, he/she loves me not. 

Thischant contrasts with Dots and Flowers’ evocation of the Buddhist concept of a mantra. With 

the presence of such duality, Sher situates the drawing between ideas about subjective love 

objects and expansive love. 



Paper Giants offers a vision for collective experiments in exhibition making. This exhibition af-

forded the artists a template for cycling through iterations of past work, advancing scale and in-

novating. The artists problematized the very nature of institutional exhibition making by simply 

agreeing to create and present works on the same size sheet of paper. Thematic exhibitions that 

group contemporary artworks and artists by conceptual, gendered, racial or geographic deter-

minants leave little to no room for dialogue amongst participants. Paper Giants suggests that 

unified arrangements of objects rival unified participation; a common task creates an elastic 

process of creation and presentation to awaken sleeping giants.

Cydney M. Payton is a curator and writer in San Francisco. 

Dexter, Emma. “To Draw is to be Human,” in Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing (London: Phaidon Press Limited, 

2005), 6-10. 
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There’s so much air in Vicki Sher, and none of it is plein.  So much egalitarian distribution, 

so much distance, so much humor.  An aleatory mark: can it be calculated?  Generated by 

some unseen, unknowable system?  Topsy turvy, or whited-out, her deKooningesque spaces 

barely hang together, as if the artist is courting collapse, as if she’s on good terms with chaos, 

chummy with tumbling, woozy with dream.  And yet the presiding intelligence of the maker 

rules: the gratuitous is intended, the color is spot-on, the apparent casualness is a winning 

confidence.  

In Sher’s work, drawing and painting seem to have cut a deal, agreeing to share the same 

expanse, however independently they operate.  Wisps, gestures, vectors to nowhere, her lines 

suggest spaces that might just be habitable, flowers that just might be watered.

And what of a bowl of fruit, not uncomfortable within a field of Twomblyesque scrawl?  A still 

life joke?  A chance for the artist to quote the primary colors?  A throwaway goof on traditional 

subject matter?   Perhaps, but an arresting, homegirl detail nonetheless.    And then we see 

a white X, nearly invisible, obscuring part of a Schnabel-like vessel.  Some aspect of negation 

is going on, some critique of 80s bravado is being alluded to, some echo of painting’s recent 

histories is being sounded, some alternate way of seeing is being proposed.  Or, rather, and 

maybe it doesn’t matter a whit, could this white X be the propeller of painting itself?
  

Geoffrey Young 
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Consider the torso in Ky Anderson’s paintings.  Like Kerouac’s “anvils in Petrograd,” these 

divisions of the canvas, as if belted at the tapered middle, encourage her abstractions to be 

read as symbolic figures.  Not decorative, as in a million Jim Dine robes, but allusive, supple, 

unwearably ingenuous.  Fringe hangs, girdles contain, trusses tie things down.  The range 

of her fittings keeps Anderson’s figures standing firm in fields of subtle pentimenti.  Curious 

depths invite speculation: the frontality of Egyptian statuary is not dead!

We are all held together by strapping tape, she seems to say; we’re as strong or as vulnerable 

as that which holds us in place.  Look inside.  Same stuff as outside.  The stuff of painting tricks 

out the moment with line, color, smears, drips, and plenty of conviction.

The bi-lateral body is by definition shapely.   Its segments provide occasions for color to de-

scribe the parts.  Green breasts, jostling belly, flat thighs, perfect withers.  The action is in 

the abstraction.  Anderson allows a cozy simultaneity of field and thing.  Smartly, and simply, 

Anderson defamiliarizes the body’s shape, the better to explore its presence.

Geoffrey Young 
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In Meg Lipke’s world, a painting is beautiful if it’s both hard and easy to look at. “Easy” be-

cause her works are physical, periodically eloquent, often massive in feel, frequently gorgeous; 

and “hard” because the touch derives from art brut, the mark making from unfussy, matter 

of fact movement.  If her tone can be brooding-her off-the-cuff insouciance aggressive-her 

spaces are still never less than inviting. When studied, they beguile; when resisted, they wait 

patiently, comfortable in their complexity.

Lipke’s surfaces are fields of action & reaction.  She’s been on that field, in mind and body, 

dealing with conflicting emotions, letting the work lead her.  She weaves, she fits, she scum-

bles, she presides, she enters.  Accidents, overlaps, and incidental histories are preserved or 

wiped away in the spark of a work’s birth.   Surprises abound; the right kinds of questions are 

housed and answered in complex “edifices,” her imaginary solutions to painterly problems.  Life 

can be messy, she knows, but a stunning mess trumps a safe harbor.  

 

Lipke writes, “I’m bored by beauty (prettiness, harmony), if there’s nothing else. I want a 

painting to be quirky, wonky, mismatched, and almost ugly, so that the beauty that is there 

has something to rub up against.  So that I’m still thinking about it later.”

Geoffrey Young is a poet, artist, curator and art dealer and owns Geoffrey Young Gallery as well as The Figures Small 

Press in Great Barrington, MA.
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All works are 72 x 60 inches, painted on thick printmaking paper and created between 
the summers of 2013-2014.

1. Vicki Sher, Reading between the Lines, Acrylic, pastel, ink and pencil

2. Meg Lipke, Everything Under the Plan, Ink and fabric dye with beeswax resist

3. Ky Anderson, Things You Cannot See, Acrylic and ink

4. Meg Lipke, A21, Fabric dye and acrylic with beeswax

5. Meg Lipke, Subset, Fabric dye and beeswax

6. Vicki Sher, Big Pink Vase, Acrylic, gesso, ink and pencil 

7. Ky Anderson, You are a Window, Acrylic and ink

8. Vicki Sher, Rainbow Vase, Acrylic, gesso, pastel, ink and pencil

9. Vicki Sher, Squiggles and Fruit, Acrylic, gesso, pastel, ink and pencil

10. Meg Lipke, First Plan, Ink and fabric dye with beeswax resist

11. Ky Anderson, The Underground Took Over, Acrylic and ink 

12. Vicki Sher, Big Flower Collage, Acrylic, ink, pastel, pencil and bubble wrap

13. Meg Lipke, Tooker/Toiler, Fabric dye and acrylic 

14. Ky Anderson, Deep and Dark, Acrylic and ink 

15. Meg Lipke, Subject Line, Ink and fabric dye with beeswax resist

16. Vicki Sher, Dots and Flowers, Acrylic, ink, pencil and carpet scraps

17. Vicki Sher, Bunny Ears, Acrylic, ink, pastel and pencil

18. Ky Anderson, Tower, Acrylic and ink 

19. Meg Lipke, Not Lovers, Ink and fabric dye with beeswax resist

20. Ky Anderson, Transparent Fire, Acrylic and ink 

21. Vicki Sher, Eleventh Hour (with cut-outs), Acrylic, ink, pencil and collage

22. Meg Lipke, Factories/Canals, Ink and fabric dye with beeswax resist

23. Ky Anderson, Sparks, Acrylic and ink 

24. Ky Anderson, Weird Hole, Acrylic and ink

25. Vicki Sher, Big Grey Bowl, Acrylic, ink and pencil

26. Meg Lipke,  Specifications, Ink and fabric dye with beeswax resist

27. Ky Anderson, Moving Layers, Acrylic and ink 



KY ANDERSON lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. Her abstract paintings are a symbolic narra-

tive of layered forms, colored washes and line work that illustrates the visible and invisible con-

nections between the weights, pulls and supports of the landscape around us. She has had solo 

exhibitions in New York, Kansas City and London, along with numerous group shows in the US 

and Europe. In 2014 she founded Dusk Editions, a small printing press and gallery. Anderson 

was born in Kansas City and received a BFA from The Kansas City Art Institute in 1995. 

MEG LIPKE lives and maintains a studio practice in Ghent, NY and Bushwick, Brooklyn. Her 

2014 solo show, Sample Narrative, at Parallel Art Space (NY) featured paintings on felt, card-

board, and paper investigating textile samples, family history, and the British painter LS Lowry. 

Her work has been exhibited in New York at Pocket Utopia, Centotto, Parallel Art Space, Sche-

ma Projects, and Norte Maar, and numerous galleries across the US and Europe. She received 

a BA with Honors in Art from the University of Vermont and an MFA in Painting from Cornell 

University. Teaching experience includes The University of Northern Iowa, Cornell University, 

and Pratt Institute. 

VICKI SHER has been making art and exhibiting throughout the United States for over two 

decades. Her 2013 solo show, Always Bring Flowers, at Frosch & Portmann Gallery (NY), in-

cluded video as a moving element in drawings and paintings that celebrated domestic life and 

quotidian pleasures. A previous solo show: Yes/No, used a personal narrative, her grandmoth-

er’s stroke, as a catalyst for art with a reduced vocabulary. Sher’s work stems from intuitive 

connections to line, color, and shape, but grounds itself in personal narratives, ideas about na-

ture, human behavior and relationships. She has participated in numerous art fairs, including 

NADA, and Pulse and Scope in New York and Miami. 

Proto Gallery - Fall 2014










